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were computed as a function of energy and position.
Secondary electrons and positrons from CR proton and
helium interactions with interstellar gas make a significant
contribution to the total leptons flux, especially at low
energies. These secondary particle fluxes were computed
for the same GALPROP model as for the primary electrons as
described in [12] and references therein. This model is
essentially a conventional one with distributed reaccelera-
tion, described in [36]. For more information on CR and
their propagation in the interstellar medium see e.g. a
recent review [37].
We note that the force-field treatment [38], used in our
calculation to evaluate the effect of solar modulation, is
approximate and does not take into account many impor-
tant effects, such as the configuration of the heliospheric
magnetic field and drift effects which lead to the charge-
sign dependence (e.g. [39–41]). In addition, the value of
the modulation potential ! depends on the assumed inter-
stellar particle spectra, and thus other combinations of
parameters are also possible. Ultimately the interstellar
spectrum of CREs can be tested using the LAT observa-
tions of the Galactic diffuse gamma-ray emission where
the inverse Compton component is dominating the gas
component at medium to high Galactic latitudes [42].
The Fermi LAT measured spectrum suggests some spec-
tral flattening at 70–200 GeVand a noticeable excess above
200 GeVas compared to our power-law spectral fit. These
gentle features of the spectrum can be explained within a
conventional model by adjusting the injection spectra.
Another possibility that provides a good overall
agreement with our spectrum is the introduction of an
additional leptonic component with a hard spectrum
(Fig. 23). Such an additional component is motivated by
the rise in the positron fraction reported by PAMELA [11].
FIG. 21 (color). Cosmic-ray electron spectrum as measured by
Fermi LAT for 1 yr of observations—shown by filled circles,
along with other recent high-energy results. The LE spectrum is
used to extend the HE analysis at low energy. Systematic errors
are shown by the gray band. The range of the spectrum rigid shift
implied by a shift of the absolute energy is shown by the arrow in
the upper right corner. Dashed line shows the model based
on pre-Fermi results [32]. Data from other experiments are:
Kobayashi [45], CAPRICE [33], HEAT [46], BETS [47], AMS
[19], ATIC [7], PPB-BETS [8], and HESS. [9,10]. Note that the
AMS and CAPRICE data are for e! only.
FIG. 22 (color). The eþ þ e! spectrum computed with the
conventional GALPROP model [36] (shown by solid black line)
is compared with the Fermi LAT (red filled circles) and other
experimental data. This model adopts an injection spectral index
" ¼ 1:6=2:5 below/above 4 GeV, and a steepening " ¼ 5 above
2 TeV. Blue lines show e! spectrum only. The solar modulation
was treated using the force-field approximation with ! ¼
550 MV. The dashed/solid lines show the before modulation/
modulated spectra. Secondary eþ (red lines) and e! (orange
lines) are calculated using the formalism from [12].
FIG. 23 (color). The eþ þ e! spectrum (solid line) computed
with the conventional GALPROP model [36] but with a different
injection spectrum: an injection index " ¼ 1:6=2:7 below/above
4 GeV (dotted line). An additional component with an injection
index " ¼ 1:5 and exponential cutoff is shown by the dashed
line. Blue line shows e! spectrum only. Secondary eþ and e!
are treated as in Fig. 22. Fermi-LAT data points are shown by red
filled circles.
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For µ+µ− final states the only direct gamma-ray signal comes from the hard E−1 photon spec-
trum of final-state radiation (τ+τ− final states are similar but do also produce some photons from
pi0 decay). However, additional lower energy photons generated via IC scattering of the CMB
(which is the dominant radiation field in dSphs due to the paucity of stars and dust) by high-energy
electrons and positrons from µ± decay as they propagate through the galaxy. The IACTs, with
their high energy thresholds, would not see that secondary production, but for the Fermi-LAT it
can contribute a significant fraction of the signal. This complicates the analysis by introducing a
dependence on CR propagation in the dSph, which is not necessarily well described by the same
models used to describe CR propagation in the Milky Way. Nevertheless, the analysis employs
the usual diffusion-loss equation, solved in spherical symmetry with free-escape boundary con-
ditions. The results depend on the diffusion coefficient, which is not constrained by any existing
data but can only be assumed to be in the neighborhood of the value relevant to the Milky Way.
A larger coefficient results in more of the photon signal being produced outside of the vicinity
of the dSph covered by the telescope PSF, and therefore less signal significance. Figure 6 shows
the Fermi-LAT limits for the DM annihilation cross section for the case of a µ+µ− final state
(Abdo et al. 2010d). Figure 6a assumes photon production only by final-state radiation, whereas
Figure 6b shows the effect, for a single dSph, of including IC scattering. In the latter interpre-
tation, data from just a single dSph have excluded much of the parameter space of DM mod-
els devised to explain the PAMELA and Fermi-LAT positron and electron results described in
Section 3.1.
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Figure 6
Fermi-LAT upper limits for dark matter annihilation to µ+µ− in dwarf spheroidals (Abdo et al. 2010d), compared to models that fit
well either the PAMELA measurement of the positron fraction or the Fermi-LAT measured total electron spectrum. Panel a shows the
constraints considering gamma-ray emission from final-state radiation only. Panel b shows the constraints for the Ursa Minor dwarf
including both FSR and emission from inverse-Compton (IC) scattering of the cosmic microwave background by the positron and
electron muon-decay products, for two different assumptions for the cosmic-ray diffusion coefficient. The light red and gray bands
indicate the effect of uncertainties in the Ursa Minor dark matter density profile. Inclusion of the IC contribution improves the upper
limit, but at the expense of using a model dependent upon an unconstrained diffusion coefficient.
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Figure 9
(a) Fermi-LAT upper limits from Ackermann et al. 2010b for the dark matter annihilation cross section for a bb¯ final state and (b) a
µ+µ− final state for the Coma and Fornax clusters, including the effect of substructure on the expected gamma-ray signal. The
constraints are shown for no substructure (solid lines), substructure down to the scale of dwarf galaxies (dashed lines), and substructure
down to 10−6M" (dot-dashed lines). The orange points in panel a show the predicted cross section for a set of minimal supersymmetric
standard models that have thermal relic densities compatible with the observed universal dark matter density, similar to the red points
in Figure 5. The contours in panel b show regions allowed by dark matter models that provide good fits to the PAMELA positron
fraction (blue) or the Fermi-LAT total electron spectrum (orange).
substructure. For the best case, which is the Fornax cluster with substructure down to 10−6M",
the upper limits are nearly equal to those obtained from the best-caseFermi-LATdSphobservation
for bb¯ final states. The more conservative assumption of substructure down to the dwarf-galaxy
level gives upper limits about three times higher in the best case.
Only one of the clusters observed by the IACTs (Coma) is included in the Fermi-LAT limits
for DM annihilation. As in the case of dSph observations, the high threshold energies of IACTs
prevent them from being sensitive to low-mass WIMPs, especially for nonleptonic final states.
In fact, the IACT publications do not include DM interpretations at all, except in one case, the
MAGIC observation of the Perseus cluster given by Aleksic´ et al. 2010. A direct comparison to
a Fermi-LAT result is not possible, but the conclusion of these researchers is that a boost (from
substructure and/or Sommerfeld enhancement) of at least 104 is needed in order to be sensitive
to a MSSM model with the highest fSUSY factor, as defined by Sa´nchez-Conde et al. 2007.
4. OUTLOOK
As of the date of this review, there has been no definitive detection of a DM signal in astroparticle
data. This does not mean that no CRs or gamma rays fromDM have been detected. Rather, given
the astrophysical uncertainties associated with interpreting the data, where a signal has been de-
tected, there is insufficient evidence to allow unambiguous attribution toDMannihilation or decay
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Venters Hadronic Interactions in AGNs and GRBs
to contribute significantly to the  -ray emission. While all of these inputs play a crit-
ical role in the physics that we will explore, only the energy distributions and
densities of the photon fields need to be finely sampled to fully capture the
details of the interactions and generate the required particle spectra (Sec. 3.4).
Figure 3: Multiwavelength spectra of AGNs such as Mrk 421 con-
stitute the primary observable that any AGN model must reproduce.
Image taken from Abdo et al. (2011).
The above parameters
can be constrained by obser-
vations, and for this phase
of the program, the timing
is opportune. The recent
launch of Fermi, which op-
erates in the crucial and pre-
viously vacant GeV wave-
band with the LAT instru-
ment, has spurred multi-
wavelength campaigns for
obs rvations of blazars from
radio to TeV energies. Con-
tinual monitoring of the
sky by both Fermi in-
struments and Swift allows
rapid follow-up of GRBs.
For blazars, there are also
systematic monitoring programs that follow large samples of blazars in specific wavebands in-
dependently of activity states (e.g., Angelakis et al., 2010; Richards et al., 2011). Thus, there
are a plethora of observable characteristics that are accessible to current experiments and
that, when used in combination, can constrain the AGN and GRB parameters of emission.
The observable property of paramount importance for both AGNs and GRBs is the
(time-dependent) broadband emission spectrum (see Figs. 3 and 4 for sample multiwave-
length spectra), which currently can be sampled better than ever before. Ultimately, the
broadband spectrum is the primary observable that the AGN or GRB models
we will examine must reproduce. The normalization of the  -ray portion of the spec-
trum constrains the baryon-to-electron ratio. Also, correlations between both the average
emission and time-dependent lightcurves in di↵erent wavebands help determine the location
of the emission region and the evolution in space and time of flares in di↵erent wavebands.
Despite the central role of the broadband spectrum among AGN and GRB observations,
the parameters of the systems may be further constrained through the use of other types
of observations. For instance, in blazars, the superluminal motion of jet components as
probed through VLBI observations (e.g., Lister et al., 2009) in conjunction with the bright-
ness temperature can give the component velocity and the Doppler factor, which in turn,
give the bulk Lorentz factor and the viewing angle. Once the Lorentz factor has been
measured, the fastest variability observed can be used to place limits on the size of the
emission region for a specific photon energy. On the other hand, the jet opening angle
and the bulk Lorentz factor determine the population statistics of blazars (the fraction of a
cosmological population of AGN jets that will be viewed as blazars), so population studies
can constrain the jet opening angle, further reducing the number of free model parameters.
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3.1 Hadrons in Powerful Astrophysical Sources
While the complex astrophysical environments of AGNs and GRBs are, in principle, quite
di↵erent, the physics that determines the fate of hadrons in these systems is similar. Inciden-
tally, similar physical processes also play a role in determining the fate of UHECRs as they
propagate through the universe. As such, the similarity in the physics of hadronic
interactions will allow us to recycle tools that have already been developed and
those that will be developed in the early stages of the program. Specifically, the
most relevant interactions are summarized as follows (see Table 3.1):
Protons and Nuclei: The most relevant interactions for protons are Bethe-Heitler (BH)
pair production and photomeson production. In BH pair production, a photon interacts
with a virtual photon from the Coulomb field of the proton producing an electron-positron
pair. In photomeson production, the absorption of a photon by the proton excites baryon
resonances that decay and, in so doing, produce a proton or neutron and a meson (e.g., pion
or kaon). Since the energy required to produce two electrons is smaller than that required
to produce the lightest meson, the pion, BH pair production becomes an important energy
loss mechanism for protons at lower energies than photomeson production. However, beyond
the threshold for pion production, photomeson production becomes a much more e cient
energy loss mechanism, particularly at the resonance energies.
The interactions of nuclei with photons are slightly more complicated due to the presence
of multiple nucleons. As in the case with protons, BH pair production is the dominant
interaction at lower energies. At higher energies still below the threshold for pion production,
the wavelength of the impinging photon is smaller than the size of the nucleus, and as such,
the photon can interact with individual or smaller collections of nucleons rather than the
entire nucleus. This leads to photodisintegration of the nucleus, in which the excited nucleus
emits one or more nucleons. In dense photon fields, the photodisintegration process is a
more e cient energy loss mechanism for nuclei than photomeson production. As such, one
might think that in these conditions, nuclei are not likely to produce the mesons that would
be fundamental to  -ray production in AGNs and GRBs in hadronic emission models or,
for that matter, to be accelerated to UHEs. However, iron, being the most tightly bound
nucleus, is fairly robust to photodisintegration, and can remain intact in photon fields that
Table 3.1 - Predominant Particle Interactions
Protons and Nuclei Bethe-Heitler pair production e.g., p±  ! p±e e+
Photodisintegration (nuclei only) e.g., nN  ! nN⇤ ! n 1Np
Photomeson Production e.g., p  !  (1232)! p⇡0
Synchrotron e.g., p ˜ ! p 
Electrons Inverse Compton e±  ! e± 
Triple Pair Production e±  ! e±e+e 
Synchrotron e± ˜ ! e± 
Photons Pair Production    ! e+e 
Double Pair Production    ! e+e e+e 
Mesons & Muons Decay e.g., µ± ! ⌫¯µ (⌫µ) e±⌫e (⌫¯e), ⇡0 !   
Synchrotron µ± ˜ ! µ± 
Energy thresholds: e rest mass ⇠ 0.5 MeV/c2;
⇡ rest mass ⇠ 140 MeV/c2;   rest mass ⇠ 1232 MeV/c2
5
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p+γcmb→Δ(1232)→pπ0
          →Δ(1232)→nπ+
➔ proton horizon ~ 1020 eV
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Components of the EGB
Known players:
Star-forming galaxies
Active galaxies (blazars, and 
maybe some from other types 
of  radio galaxies)
Suspected contributors:
• Truly diffuse emission - 
gamma rays produced in EM 
cascades of highly energetic 
particles
Players about which we like 
to speculate:
• Exotic physics (e.g., dark 
matter annihilation?)
     Inverse Compton                  π0-decay
Bremsstrahlung
Galactic diffuse emission
(CR interactions with the interstellar medium)
Isotropic diffuse emission
(presumably extragalactic)
Resolved
One cannot live off of spectra alone...
One cannot live off spectra alone...
α=2.4±0.2
➾
Maybe, it’s like this...
Stecker & Venters 2011
One cannot live off spectra alone...
α=2.4±0.2
➾
Nah... It’s more 
like this...
Fields et al. 2010
One cannot live off spectra alone...
α=2.4±0.2
Well... Let’s not 
forget these guys...
Inoue 2011
➾
One cannot live off spectra alone...
α=2.4±0.2
I always thought this 
was cooler...
➾
One cannot live off spectra alone...
➾
Actually... You’re all 
right (wrong)...
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Update on the IGRB
Different contributions reported by: Stecker&Salomon+96, Pavlidou&Fields+02,
Narumoto&Totani06,Dermer07, Bhattacharya+09, Inoue&Totani09, Fields+10, Makiya+10,
Inoue+11,Abazajian+10, Ghirlanda+11,Stecker&Venters11,Malyshev&Hogg11
Preliminary
One cannot live off spectra alone...
Hey!!! You forgot 
about this...
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Hey guys... We DO 
have more than just a 
spectrum...
Anisotropy of a Multi-component EGB
• Determine Cl(E), the angular power of  fluctuations in intensity at a given 
angular scale, l, as a function of  energy.
• In a two component background, the anisotropy energy spectrum is given 
by
Cltot = f12Cl(1) + f22Cl(2) + cross terms,
where fn is the fractional contribution of  component n to the background 
(fn = In(E)/Itot(E)).
• If  the relative contributions of  the components of  the background change 
as a function of  energy, the result is a modulation in the spectrum of  the 
anisotropy as a function of  energy.
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Anisotropy Studies
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FIG. 1. Constraints on blazar logN-log S parameters (break
flux, Sb, and faint-end slope, α) from the intensity and
anisotropy of the IGRB. Regions in which blazars provide
100% of the observed IGRB anisotropy and mean intensity
in the 1–10 GeV energy band are shown; the widths of the
regions indicate the 68% confidence intervals. Below these re-
gions blazars overproduce the anisotropy and mean intensity.
Labeled contours show the fraction of the blazar contribution
to the IGRB intensity. The best-fit 1σ parameter region from
the Fermi source count analysis [4] is marked, along with the
best-fit Sb [4] (dot-dashed line).
than the dimensionless fluctuation angular power, con-
veniently avoids the need to treat contamination of the
anisotropy measurement by possible residual Galactic
diffuse emission or instrumental backgrounds. These
backgrounds are, to good approximation, isotropic, or
vary only on large angular scales, and thus their contri-
bution to the intensity angular power spectrum appears
only at multipoles far below the range used to measure
the angular power reported in [5]. In the following, when
discussing the IGRB intensity, IIGRB, we use the mea-
surement given in [3].
Constraints on unresolved blazars.—We now explore
more generally the parameter space of the logN -logS
function to determine the region that is compatible with
the measured anisotropy, intensity, and source count
data. We define the parameter space of the source count
distribution by the position of the break flux, Sb, and the
faint-end slope, α, of the logN -logS function at fluxes
below the break flux. We fix the normalization and slope
of the logN -logS at high fluxes, as the efficiency in de-
tecting point sources at high fluxes is ∼ 1, and thus these
parameters are well-determined (i.e., potential biases in
these parameters are small). For each point in the Sb-
α parameter space we calculate the predicted IIGRB and
CP from the corresponding logN -logS function.
In Fig. 1 we show the region of the logN -logS pa-
rameter space in which blazars contribute 100% of the
IGRB intensity (light blue) and that in which they con-
tribute 100% of the angular power (dark yellow) in the
1–10 GeV energy band. The widths of these regions show
the 68% (1σ) confidence level regions, reflecting the re-
spective 1σ uncertainties in the measured CP and IIGRB.
Above the light blue region, blazars contribute less than
100% of the measured IGRB intensity; below this region,
blazars overproduce the IGRB intensity. Similarly, above
the dark yellow region blazars do not contribute the en-
tirety of the measured angular power, whereas below this
region they overproduce the anisotropy. We emphasize
that the constraint from the anisotropy measurement is
stronger than that from the intensity measurement ex-
cept for at very high values of α.
As noted in the previous section, the predicted CP,pred
from the best-fit logN -logS agrees with the measured
CP,data to within 2σ. We now ask “how well do the pa-
rameters of the logN -logS function inferred from CP,data
agree with those found from the source count analysis?”
The best-fit 1σ region of Sb and α for the blazar logN -
logS given in [4, 10] overlaps well with the 1σ region
inferred from CP,data. This is a non-trivial result, as the
measured anisotropy and source count distribution are
independent observables, determined from independent
data analyses. Here the agreement is at the 1σ level
since the errors on the 1–10 GeV logN -logS parameters
shown in the plot are taken directly from [4, 10] and are
larger than the rescaled ones used in the previous section.
There is a region of parameter space in which blazars
contribute 100% of the IGRB intensity without exceeding
the measured CP; however, this region has a high break
flux (Sb ≈ 10−8cm−2 s−1) which is incompatible with the
break measured from the source count analysis. Such a
high break flux can be robustly excluded, as it would lie
in the flux range where the source detection efficiency
is close to 1, and thus this kind of feature is unlikely
to have been missed. Taking the measured value of the
break flux as an upper limit, we find that the contribution
from blazars in the region allowed by CP,data cannot be
more than ∼30% of the IGRB mean intensity (see labeled
contours in Fig. 1), a value which is in agreement with
the results of the source count analysis alone.
To further demonstrate how anisotropy data can be
a powerful tool for distinguishing between multiple sce-
narios we test an alternative fit to the blazar logN -logS
obtained by Stecker & Venters [11]. A notable feature of
this alternative fit is that it can account for ∼60% of the
IGRB mean intensity. We have calculated CP from their
logN -logS [11, 12] and, using a threshold of 3.7× 10−10
cm−2 s−1 (the same used in the rest of our analysis), ob-
tain CP = (2.4 ± 0.4) × 10−17 (cm−2 s−1 sr−1)2 sr (the
error reported on this prediction being likely an overesti-
mate since it neglects the covariance of the parameters).
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One cannot live off spectra alone...
➾
More like this...
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With maybe a little of 
this...
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Anisotropy as a Function of Energy
Saturday, March 31, 2012
Ctotl (E) =fbl
2(E)Cbll +fgal
2(E)Cgall
Extragalactic background light (EBL)
consists of:
Emission from starlight at NIR/Opt./UV 
wavelengths
Reradiated thermal dust emission at FIR 
wavelengths 
Gilmore et al. 2009Cascades -
e+e- pair production
inverse Compton scattering of  
cascade electrons
γ
γ
e
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VHE Gamma Rays in the EBL
⇒ For a cosmological population - spectrum should exhibit a suppression at the high 
energy part of  the EGRB and an enhancement at the lower energy part resulting from 
cascades
Venters 2009
Magnetic Deflection of Cascades
Halo
AGN
EM
Cascade
TeV γ
GeV γ
Ando 2009
• Charged particles of  
cascades deflected by 
IGMF.
• Gamma-rays initially 
emitted off  observer’s 
line-of-sight initiate 
cascades that are 
deflected in direction of  
observer.
• Deflected emission 
makes a halo around 
source.
Search for Gamma-ray Halos
The Impact of Cascades
• Cascades impact the anisotropy energy spectrum of  the EGB in three 
different ways:
- For a population of  emitters of  VHE gamma-rays, cascades can comprise a 
significant fraction of  the contribution of  the parent population to the EGB 
(Ipar(E)).
- Cascade radiation could be a significant contribution to the EGB at higher 
energies (Itot(E))
- Gamma-ray halos resulting from cascade development in the IGMF could 
impact the anisotropy of  the parent population (Cl(n)).
• For our particular model, we considered IGMF field strengths that result in 
two limiting cases:
- “Isotropization” of  cascade radiation (strong IGMF - deflection of  cascades 
is large enough that cascades from one source would be confused with 
another).
- No magnetic deflection of  cascades (zero IGMF).
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The Impact of Cascades (zero B)
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Ctotl (E) =(fbl(E) + fcas(E))
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The Impact of Cascades (non-zero B)
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Ctotl (E) =fbl
2(E)Cbll +fcas
2(E)Ccasl + cross terms
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Cascades and EGB Anisotropy
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Future Work
• The cases presented here assume that the cascades would not 
have appreciable anisotropy, either because there are no halos 
(zero IGMF case) or the density of  halos is large compared to 
the source density. For intermediate field strengths, cascades 
could have appreciable anisotropy, and their fluctuations 
would correlate with the parent population.
• To assess the impact of  cascades and their corresponding 
halos on the observed gamma-ray sky, we will explore field 
configurations that more closely resemble those expected in 
large scale structure.
Extra Slides
Conclusions
As TeV gamma rays propagate through the extragalactic 
background light (EBL) and the CMB, they initiate 
electromagnetic cascades.
Charged particles are deflected in the IGMF → halo of  
lower energy gamma rays around a TeV source → 
modulation in the anisotropy in energy bands with significant 
cascade emission.
Anisotropy studies of  the gamma-ray sky could provide insight into 
the IGMF.
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PLASMA BEAM!!!
3 Lecture 7: Space-charge, IBS and TouschekDamping Ring Designs and Issues
Space-charge forces
In the rest frame of a bunch of charged particles, the bunch will expand 
rapidly (in the absence of external forces) because of the Coulomb repulsion 
between the particles.
The electric field around a single particle of charge q at rest is a radial field:
Applying a Lorentz boost along the z axis, with relativistic factor γ, the field 
becomes:
For large γ, the field is strongly suppressed, and falls rapidly away from z = 0.
In other words, the electric field exists only in a plane perpendicular to the 
direction of the particle.
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4 Lecture 7: Space-charge, IBS and TouschekDamping Ring Designs and Issues
Space-charge forces
Associated with the electric field around a moving charged particle is a 
magnetic field, given by:
The magnetic field is similarly “flattened” in the plane perpendicular to the 
direction of motion of the particle.
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Maximum Background from EM Cascades due 
to the GZK Effect
PP Laboratory open questions
❖ Relativistic jet
❖ Small angle between jet axis and 
line-of-sight
❖ Broadband emission from jet
❖ Gamma-ray emission: IC 
of soft photons
from energetic electrons
❖ Very luminous, variable
Credit: J. Buckley 1998 (Science),
illustration: K. Sutliff
Γ~ 5↔50
Where 
in the jet?
Which soft photons?
Where do the 
energetic electrons 
come from?
Is radio emission produced 
in the same location as the 
gamma-ray emission?
Synchrotron? Ambient? 
From disk? From jet?
Are p+ efficiently accelerated? 
Is energetic e- population 
directly accelerated or is it 
produced in p+ induced cascades? 
Overlap of bursts? Or 
continuous emission + variability?
What is the duty cycle 
of blazars?
Connection with Accretion Disk 
and Black Hole? Effect on host galaxy? Galaxy 
cluster?Population properties? 
Evolution?
